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Abstract

The purpose of this study is to establish whether or not there is a connection between a high 
incidence of computer gaming and English proficiency in Swedish 9th-graders. The study also takes 
computer game genres into account, attempting to see if there is a link between frequent playing of 
certain genres and high English grades. 
According to this study, there is a clear correlation between the gaming habits of Swedish 9th-
graders and the grades they receive in English, with a higher frequency of gaming corresponding to 
a higher grade. The study also suggests that the Strategy, MMO (Massively Multiplayer Online) and 
CRPG (Computer Role-Playing Game) genres have a higher representation amongst students with 
good grades in English. 
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Introduction

Background

Ever since I began reflecting on matters of learning, I have been convinced that it was gaming that 
taught me English, whilst formal schooling largely played an auxiliary role. Interested as I was in 
all things fantasy, I hungrily adopted English as a tool through which I could discover and explore 
all the fantastic fictional worlds available to me on the SNES (Super Nintendo Entertainment 
System) and later the PC. The drive and motivation to learn and improve the language was never a 
problem for the avid gamer, since a simple error such as confusing the word potion with poison had 
far worse consequences when attempting to heal an injured warrior than it had on a vocabulary test, 
where it merely meant the subtraction of points. Consequently, English became one of my favourite 
subjects, as it was more useful in expanding my world than anything else the curriculum had to 
offer. Given its currency in academia and the pride I take in my command of the language, I have 
elected to write my thesis in English. 

I am, of course, not alone in my appreciation of computer gaming. Society gets more digitalised by 
the minute, and our youngsters grow up never having known a world where the possibility of 
listening to one's favourite song was at the mercy of radio station managers and one had to rent 
physical copies of videos at special stores. Computer gaming may perhaps have originated as an 
obscure hobby appealing only to the truly devoted, but those days are long gone. Of the younger 
generation, the vast majority can be described as gamers to at least some extent. 

Given the position of English as the undisputed lingua franca of the gaming world and the fact that 
Swedish gamers are legion, I began to wonder whether there existed a correlation between frequent 
gaming and good grades in English. It was certainly the case for me, and if a relationship could be 
found between certain mediums of digital entertainment and excellence in English, what would it be 
if not a teacher's duty to try and find a way to include gaming as a method in their teaching? After 
all, in Läroplan för grundskolan, förskoleklassen och fritidshemmet 2011 Skolverket lists the 
following goals for students to reach: 

Skolan ska ansvara för att varje elev efter genomgången grundskola

kan använda modern teknik som ett verktyg för kunskapssökande, kommunikation, 
skapande och lärande
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kan använda och ta del av många olika uttrycksformer såsom språk, bild, musik, drama 
och dans samt har utvecklat kännedom om samhällets kulturutbud,1

As modern technology and the cultural offerings of society can both be safely interpreted to include 
video games, the subject of my thesis was born!

Field of study
Knowing that I wanted to research the effect computer use has on the proficiency in English, I 
naturally searched for information on the subject. Intriguingly, I found that a similar study had 
already been done. It is called The Computer – Friend or Foe?2 and is the thesis of teacher trainees 
Catrin Järnberg and Angelica Öhrn at The Stockholm Institute of Education. The purpose of their 
thesis was to investigate the effects different kinds of computer use had on the English grades of 
students in ninth grade. The data was collected using a survey, and participants were asked how 
much time they spent using the computer on their spare time and how much time they spent on 
various activities, such as downloading music and playing games3. I discovered that Järnberg & 
Öhrn had not found any correlation between gaming and the grades the students had in English. 
Case closed, one might think - I certainly did not want to cause academic redundancy by replicating 
someone else's research. However, as I read further I noticed that the researchers had not 
differentiated between different genres of games. The only division that existed was that between 
online games such as the popular World of Warcraft and a vaguely defined category called ”other 
games”. 

I found this categorisation to be highly problematic. The term ”games”, or for that matter, ”online 
games” encompasses a very wide range of digital entertainment indeed, and if it is one's intention to 
investigate whatever effects frequent gaming may have on the development of English, it is an 
absolute necessity to break the medium down into a number of different genres.  

Why? Because the demands placed on the player's command of English vary immensely between 
different kinds of games! A racing game such as Need for Speed requires only a basic understanding 
of the terminology commonly used in games of its kind to be played. On the other hand, a dialogue-
heavy game like The Elder Scrolls 3: Morrowind, which lacks a quest compass4 and often has 

1 Skolverket (2011).  Läroplan för grundskolan, förskoleklassen och fritidshemmet 2011. Stockholm: Edita p.14
2    Järnberg, Catrin & Öhrn, Angelica (2007). The Computer - Friend or Foe? A comparative study of students' spare  

time computer use and English grades. Stockholm: The Stockholm Institute of Education, Department of Curriculum 

Studies and Communication. 

3 Ibid p.36
4 An automatic marker on the player's map that points to the location(s) they are supposed to visit.
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NPC's5 provide somewhat imprecise directions as for where to go in the immense, open world, 
requires a significant understanding of the English language. As for online games, it may be true 
that World of Warcraft requires a reasonable proficiency in English (perhaps especially if 
communication with party members is conducted through voice chat), but the term ”online games” 
could include games that even illiterates could play, such as Tetris Online! 

According to Johansson & Svedner there are no fields of study that have been fully researched. 
Additional questions can always be posed and modifications can always be done on previous 
research. In accordance with their recommendations I am therefore basing my thesis on previous 
research for comparative reasons6. 

Purpose and questions

Purpose

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate what consequences different genres of computer games 
have on the grades Swedish 9th-graders receive in English. 

Questions 

1. Is there a correlation between a student having good grades in English and them playing 
any particular genre of computer game?  

2. Which genres have a higher representation amongst students with good grades? 

The structure of this thesis

I have chosen to structure my thesis along the following lines: I begin by explaining the 
terminology I have used in my study, and provide a brief description of the computer game genres I 
have used. This is followed by a description of the various assumptions I have made. Then comes 
the method description, followed by an account of the theoretical perspective for this study.  

As for the results, I have chosen to display the raw numbers first, followed by a more in-depth 
analysis of said numbers. Lastly, I discuss my results from the standpoints of my theoretical 

5 NPC = Non-player character. Characters who are not controlled by the player. Can typically be interacted with in 
some way, usually through dialogue, combat or both

6 Johansson, Bo & Svedner, Per Olov (2010). Examensarbetet i lärarutbildningen. Uppsala: Kunskapsföretaget AB 
p.14
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perspective, state my conclusion and make the necessary acknowledgements.  

Terminology

Computer games: I have not made a distinction between computer games and console games (also 
called video games), as doing so would not serve any functional purpose. Virtually all the genres 
included in this study exist on both types of platform, and many games are released cross-platform. 
It is also possible to use emulator programs to run console games on PC's. I have therefore decided 
to focus on genre and disregard platforms. Thus, whenever the term ”computer game” is used in this 
study, video games are also implied. 

Genres

Computer games is an incredibly diverse medium of entertainment. One the one hand, we have 
games such as the original Super Mario Bros that do not require any understanding of English to be 
played. On the other hand, Black Isle's award-winning CRPG Planescape: Torment contains an 
estimated 800,000 words7 and would be all but unplayable if the player did not have a good grasp of 
the language. 

All this however poses an intensely delicate question: how is a genre defined, exactly? Publishers 
have, of course, always marketed the games they sell as belonging to one genre or another. 
However, one could question the scientific validity of the industry's own labelling as it will always 
be influenced by trends in the market. I have therefore elected to use the research available on this 
area, and used my own modifications when needed for clarity. 

According to Thomas H. Apperley at the University of Melbourne, games can broadly be 
categorised into five genres based on their level of interactivity8. I have used the genres he 
describes, and added subcategories when applicable. For the sake of further clarity, in my survey 
questions I have included examples of games that are representative for the genre in question.

7 PC Gamer UK 137: 104-105 July 2004.
8 Apperley, Thomas A. (2006). Genre and game studies: Toward a critical approach to video game genres.  

http://sag.sagepub.com/content/37/1/6 2011-04-14 10.48 AM GMT+1. 
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Platform 

Once the dominant computer game genre, the sales of this genre has plummeted to around 2% of 
the computer game market9. Platform games, or platformers in short, have a very simple definition, 
being described as games where the primary objective of the player is to complete n number of 
courses through solving puzzles and jumping between various platforms. The early Super Mario 
Bros games, perhaps the foremost archetype of video games, could be considered defining examples 
of this genre.   

The examples I have used in my survey are: the Super Mario Bros series, the Sonic the Hedgehog 
series, the Legend of Zelda series and the Castlevania series.

Simulation

Apperley defines this genre as being essentially twofold, comprising games that simulate flying, 
driving and sports and games that simulate the running of cities and enterprises. Thus, games as 
diverse as the Microsoft Flight Simulator and Sim City series fall within this genre. I do however 
find Apperley's binary subcategorisation somewhat confusing. To avoid unnecessary confusion, I 
therefore saw it fit to divide this genre into four subgenres: 

Sports
Like the name implies, these are games that simulate various kinds of sports. Be them ball sports or 
racing sports, I have elected to place them all in the same category. 

The examples I have used in my survey are: the FIFA series, the Need for Speed series, the Gran 
Turismo series, the NHL series.

Flying games 
These are games simulating the operation of flying devices such as aeroplanes and helicopters, 
whether under peaceful conditions or in combat. 

The examples I have used in my survey are: the Microsoft Flight Simulator series, the Combat  
Flight Simulator series, the Flight Unlimited series and the IL2-Sturmovik series. 

9 http://www.gamasutra.com/view/feature/1851/a_detailed_crossexamination_of_.php   2011-04-19 2.09 PM GMT+1
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City Builders & Management 
These games are concerned with the running and management of cities and enterprises. 

The examples I have used in my survey are: the Civilization series, the Sim City series, the Pharao 
series, the Tycoon series, the Caesar series, the Capitalism series and the Settlers series.

Life simulation
These are games aimed at simulating the everyday life of one or more characters controlled by the 
player. 

The examples I have used in my survey are: The Sims and Second Life. 

Strategy

Apperley defines this genre as tabletop board games adapted to the computer medium. The 
objective is almost universally to raise and command an army to defeat the opposition. The games 
typically feature a system of economics where players must gather various resources used to 
purchase army units. Resources are often gathered from mines, woods and fields, the control of 
which is naturally contested by the players and a crucial tactical element. One would typically 
divide strategy into two major subgenres: real time strategy (RTS) and turn-based strategy (TBS). 
As these games tend to be very competitive and success hinges on the tactics employed by the 
player, they tend towards a substantial Internet community following10. Strategies and battle reports 
are discussed and evaluated at bulletin boards, and videos of battles are posted on sites such as 
Youtube for viewing and commentary. For example, to play Blizzard Entertainment's Starcraft 2:  
Wings of Liberty one has to be registered on Battle.net (an online service providing multiplayer 
servers and forums). Registration provides access to the official forums, where players have posted 
several thousand threads discussing various aspects of strategy11. 

The examples I have used in my survey are: the Starcraft series, the Command & Conquer series, 
the Warcraft series, the Dawn of War series, the Supreme Commander series and the Heroes of  
Might and Magic series. 

10 Apperley 2006 p.13
11 http://eu.battle.net/sc2/en/forum/   2011-04-20 10:39 AM GMT+1
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Action

Again, Apperley has divided this category into two subgenres, this time based on the camera 
perspective employed. Thus, the action genre is broken down into first-person shooters (FPS's) and 
third-person games. This distinction is not clear-cut, since many games provides the player the 
option to alternate between the first person and third person views. Even in such cases however, the 
game tends to be optimised for one camera view or the other, and the game would be classified as 
belonging to the appropriate subgenre. 

First-person shooter
These games are played from the visual perspective of the character the player is controlling. They 
are called ”shooters” because the perspective lends itself very well to ranged weapon combat. 
Typically, the player sees nothing of their own character excepts hands holding a gun or rifle. 

The examples I have used in my survey are: the Medal of Honor series, the Half-Life series, the 
Bioshock series, the Wolfenstein series, the Counter Strike series, the Doom series and the Quake 
series. 

Third person action
Differing from the FPS's in that the player character is seen in full, typically from an over-the-
shoulder perspective. 

The examples I have used in my survey are: the Grand Theft Auto series, the Tomb Raider series, 
the Resident Evil series and the Diablo series.

Beat 'em up
Typically only occurring on consoles, beat 'em ups are competitive games where players meet other 
players or the AI in bouts of martial arts. 

The examples I have used in my survey are: the Tekken series, the Soul Calibur series, the Street  
Fighter series 
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Role-playing game (RPG)

Computer role-playing games (commonly abbreviated RPG or CRPG) have their origins in tabletop 
role-playing games such as Dungeons & Dragons (itself an outgrowth of miniature war games). 
The connection between the two is an obvious one, with the owner of the Dungeons & Dragons 
trademark, Wizards of the Coast, granting game publishers licenses to base CRPG's on their rule 
sets. Apart from Dungeons & Dragons, several other rulesets have been and developers often make 
their own rule sets 

Of course, a CRPG will never match the untold possibilities of interactivity and limitless 
exploration offered by the tabletop game. The former will always be shackled by the constraints of 
programming, whereas the latter is only limited by imagination and the extent to which the gaming 
group is prepared to bend the rules. 

To replicate the tabletop experience as far as possible, CPRG's tend to be based on the principle of 
choices and consequences12. A good example is Interplay's Fallout – A post nuclear role playing 
game. The player character has lived all their life in a vault shut off from the outside world, a 
radiated desert wasteland still bearing the scars of a near-apocalyptic world war a generation ago. 
Essentially self-sustaining, the vault's survival is threatened as the controller chip for its water 
purification system gives up the ghost. Ordered by the vault's overseer to find a new chip, the player 
has 150 days to search Southern California before the vault runs out of drinking water and its 
dwellers die of thirst. Over the course of the player's travels, they can pay a group of water 
merchants to send water caravans to the vault. Making this choice will extend the vault's survival by 
100 days. However, the consequence of said choice is that the outside world will be made aware of 
the vault's location and thus a race of belligerent mutants, encountered during the quest to find the 
chip, will invade the vault much earlier than they otherwise would have. 

I would argue that this system of choices and consequences is indispensable in a genre that seeks to 
imitate the tabletop role-playing experience. Lacking a dungeon master, the game can only create 
the necessary immersion through the inclusion of divergent story arcs and a world responsive to the 
player's actions and choices. 

The examples I have used in my survey are the following: the Fallout series, Planescape: Torment,  
Arcanum: Of Steamworks and Magick Obscura, Dragon Age: Origins, The Elder Scrolls 3:  
Morrowind, The Temple of Elemental Evil, Vampire the Masquerade: Bloodlines and The Witcher. 

12 http://www.rpgcodex.net/phpBB/viewtopic.php?t=56798   2011-04-19 10:51 AM GMT+1
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Japanese Role-Playing Games (JRPG)

JRPG's differ from Western RPG's in that they lack the system of choices and consequences 
described above. Whilst they share their Western counterparts' focus on dialogue and storytelling, 
they give the player significantly less ability to manipulate the general chain of events. 

The examples I have used in my survey are the following: the Final Fantasy series, Tales of  
Symphonia, the Secret of Mana series, the Chrono Trigger series 

Massively Multiplayer Online RPG (MMORPG)

Their origins predating the commercial success of the Internet with text-based multi-user dungeons 
(MUDs) on university mainframes, MMO's have exploded in popularity in recent years. Owing to 
the affordability and ubiquitiousness of high speed Internet connections, millions of people around 
the world are now playing MMO's, with World of Warcraft alone counting 12 million subscribers in 
October 201013. 

An umbrella term covering all games allowing hundreds or thousands of players to play online 
simultaneously in at least one persistent world, virtually all genres listed above have their MMO 
counterparts. Given that the purpose of this study is to determine whatever impact games have on 
the development of English as a second language and the fact that MMO's often include voice chat 
and other means of communication between players as a crucial element I have decided to treat 
them as their own category. 

The examples I have used in my survey are the following: World of Warcraft, Minecraft, Eve 
Online, Warhammer: Age of Reckoning

Assumptions

There are certain things that I have taken for granted in my study, as explained below. 

Prior understanding of the informants 
I assume that my informants know what is meant by a genre, and have sufficient knowledge of the 
game market to understand what kind of game I mean with the examples I provide, even though the 
examples may not be the same titles the informants are playing. 

13 http://eu.blizzard.com/en-gb/company/press/pressreleases.html?101007   2011-04-20 1.23 PM GMT+1
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Grades as a reliable measure of English proficiency
I also make the assumption that grades are a relevant measure of my informants' command of 
English. Since the grading system has been approved by Skolverket and teachers receive training in 
using said system in their assessment of their students, I believe I can safely assume that grades are 
adequate for the purpose of this study. 

As I have conducted the study in 5 classes of students at 2 schools, grades have been set by 5 
English teachers. This should be enough to quench, or at the very least limit, any and all concerns 
regarding unfair grading. 

Method
Since my purpose with this thesis is to measure whatever effect computer gaming may have on the 
English grades of 9th-graders, it was obvious from the very beginning that I was going to conduct a 
quantitative study. Knowing that the validity of my results depended on receiving the highest 
number of answers possible, a survey seemed supremely appropriate. 
I conducted the study exclusively on 9th-graders. Exclusively, due to comparative reasons, (mixing 
grades would negatively affect the validity of my results due to the inevitable influx of unknowns) 
and 9th-graders because they have the advantage of being (in almost every case, anyway) the same 
age. This is different from how it works in the upper secondary, where ages can range from 16-20 in 
practically every given English course (possibly more, if the school accepts Komvux students). I 
therefore deemed 9th-graders the best group to study. 

Creating the survey 

When creating the survey, I followed closely the suggestions in Göran Ejlertsson's Enkäten i  
praktiken – En handbok i enkätmetodik  and the recommendations laid out in Johansson & Svedners 
Examensarbetet i lärarutbildningen. I have also used Vetenskapsteori och metod för lärare – en  
introduktion by Christer Stensmo. 

Once I had my purpose and research questions, I had to figure out what questions to ask my 
informants. It felt natural to begin with general demographic questions such as sex and mother 
tongue, as survey results often vary between such groups. It is a common recommendation when 
creating surveys that one begins with general questions and continues with increasingly specialized 
ones. This is a recommendation I followed. Questions 1 and 2 ask for the informant's sex and 
mother tongue, and can safely be considered general, demographic questions. Thus, I have followed 
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what in Swedish is called “tratteknik14”.

As for the more specialised questions, I had to keep in mind that the purpose of my study was to 
investigate whether or not there was a correlation between informants playing certain genres of 
games and their English grades. Therefore, in question 3) I asked my informants what English grade 
they received at the end of the semester autumn 2010. This was the latest grade they would have 
received in English. 

With English being the lingua franca of the Internet and many other computer-based activities, I 
also wanted to see if computer use in general had an effect on grades. I wanted to use this statistic 
as a counterweight to any findings suggesting a correlation between computer gaming and good 
grades. Thus, question 4) asked informants to list their computer habits. Those who responded that 
they never use a computer in their spare time did not have to answer any further questions and were 
asked to hand in their questionnaire. 

Question 5) was a follow-up on question 4) and asked informants to specify what particular 
activities they performed while using a computer. Informants were asked to tick all the boxes that 
applied. 

Question 6) was written in the same format as question 4), but the scope of the question was 
narrowed down to only include computer gaming habits. Those who responded that they never 
played computer games were asked to jump to question 9). 

Question 7) asked informants to list the one computer game genre that they played the most. The 
list of genres is based on the work of Thomas H. Apperley's Genre and game studies: Toward a  
critical approach to video game genres (see Genres). 

Question 8) was written in the same format as question 7), the difference being that this question 
asked informants what computer game genre they played second most. 

Question 9) was the last question in the survey, and asked informants if they used the Internet to 
communicate in English. Informants were asked to tick all the boxes that applied from a list of 
contemporary modes of digital communication.    

Johansson & Svedner list three basic recommendations for surveys15. Firstly, they recommend that 
the survey be made as short as possible, and longer than three pages only in exceptional cases. My 
survey had to be made longer than that, primarily because of the multitude of genres in the video 
game market. The five pages of my survey are two more than the course literature prescribes – 
however, one should keep in mind that two of these pages only ask for one box to be ticked. 

14 Stensmo, Christer (2002). Vetenskapsteori och metod för lärare – en introduktion. Uppsala: Läromedel & utbildning 
p.61

15 Johansson & Svedner 2010 p.23
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Furthermore, one is advised to use closed questions only. I have abided by this principle in my 
survey and only used optional, open alternatives where needed for the sake of clarity (for example, 
there are probably more game genres than I could realistically list in this work). 

Due to the workload of teachers and the difficulty of finding the time to conduct surveys with 9th-
graders in spring when national tests are done and being prepared for, I was not able to follow the 
third basic recommendation and test my survey beforehand.  

According to Ejlertsson, a survey should always be accompanied by a letter that details the purpose 
of the survey and provides the recipient with any and all necessary instructions16. As the 
participation in a survey must always be a voluntary matter, the letter should be designed so that it 
motivates the recipient to cooperate with the researcher17. 

I created such a letter (see Appendix 2) but it never saw much use. This was because of my method 
of distributing the surveys. Having called or e-mailed a number of questions, teachers at two 
schools agreed to participate in my study. Due to the small number of schools, I did not send the 
questionnaires by mail, but instead elected to go in person to the schools that accepted my request to 
conduct the survey. This had the advantage of allowing me to explain the purpose of the study to my 
informants in person. It also had the added advantage of alleviating teachers from the tedious task 
of administering the questionnaires and sending them back, allowing me to instantly get filled-in 
questionnaires back. 

The letters came in handy at one of the schools where the four classes I was conducting the survey 
in had lessons at the same time. As there was only time for me to visit two of the lessons myself, I 
asked the teachers of the remaining two classes to provide the informants with necessary 
information and hand out the questionnaires. I gave these teachers the letter in Appendix 2 as a 
reminder of the information I had also provided to them verbally.     

Once I had received all the questionnaires I had handed out, I proceeded to create a compilation 
program in open source application Open Office Calc where I compiled the results. 

Research ethics 

The Swedish Research Council lists four key issues that have to be taken into consideration when 
conducting research18. 

16 Ejlertsson, Göran (2005). Enkäten i praktiken. En handbok i enkätmetodik. Lund: Studentlitteratur p.39
17 Ibid p.41
18 Stensmo 2002 p.26
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Information 

The researcher should always inform the people used in the data collection process what their role 
in the project is and that their participation is voluntary. I have fulfilled this condition by either 
giving the informants this information myself or by instructing their teachers to provide it. The 
teachers were also given the letter in Appendix 2 for further clarity.  

Consent

The researcher must have the consent of the participants before collecting the data. My informants 
were told before filling the questionnaire that their participation was voluntary. If the informants are 
below the age of 18 and the data collected is sensitive in nature, one should ask the informant's legal 
guardian for permission. As the data collected in this study cannot be considered sensitive, my 
informants are anonymous and I had the consent of their teachers, I did not ask my informants' 
parents for permission.    

Confidentiality

As my informants are anonymous and are drawn from 5 classes at 2 schools, the confidentiality 
demand has been satisfied. All the informants have been informed of this either by me or their 
teacher. 

 

Usage

The researcher must make sure that any personal data collected during the research process must be 
protected. This demand has also been satisfied, due to the anonymity of my informants and the 
impossibility of connecting my findings with any one individual. 
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Theoretical perspective 
When we think of games, we think of fun. When we think of learning, we think of work. 
Games show us that this is wrong. They trigger deep learning that is itself part and 
parcel of the fun It is what makes good games deep.19 

Roger Säljö argues that the social organization of learning changes to accommodate the complexity 
and the technological progress of society20, a fact which may very well apply to the emergence of 
video games and the learning derived thereof. James Paul Gee argues that video games and learning 
is a new field21. As Gee is one of the most prominent researchers in the field, I have based my 
theoretical perspective on Gee's books What Video Games have to teach us about Learning and 
Literacy and Good Video Games + Good Learning – Collected essays on Video Games, Learning 
and Literacy.  Where applicable, I have drawn parallels between the work of Gee and the 
sociocultural perspective espoused by Roger Säljö in his book Lärandet i praktiken. The key 
concepts of Gee's research and the extent to which they relate to Säljö's theories is explained in 
more detail below. 

Previous research

James Paul Gee argues that video games often organize learning effectively, partly because they are 
external models of the human mind22. He further notes that game developers cannot release overly 
simple or short games without risking scathing reviews and poor sales figures. The market has come 
to demand complexity since learning this complexity is pleasurable. Conversely, if consumers are 
unable to learn the game sales will also plummet. The laws of natural selection and commerce 
therefore dictate that games featuring solid learning principles survive and thrive23. 

Gee considers computer games an ideal vehicle of learning because the interactivity of the medium 
leads to what he calls empowered learners. Why is the learner empowered when playing video 
games? Gee lists no fewer than 11 reasons why he believes this is the case: Co-design, which means 
that the learner is an active agent in creating their own knowledge instead of a passive recipient. 
Customization, which means that the learner can rearrange their learning environment to their own 

19 Gee, James Paul (2007). Good Video Games + Good Learning. Collected Essays on Video Games, Learning and 
Literacy. New York: Peter Lang Publishing, inc (a) p.43

20 Säljö, Roger (2000). Lärande i praktiken. Stockholm: Norstedts Akademiska Förlag p.38
21 Gee 2007 (a) p.132
22 Ibid p.28
23 Ibid p.45
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liking. Identification, which means that we learn through assuming identities. Manipulation and 
distributed knowledge, which means that gamers use features found in games as analytical tools 
through which they can gain a greater understanding of the world. Well-ordered problems, which 
means that games tend to follow a natural progression of difficulty beneficial to learning. Pleasant  
frustration, which means that the player can adjust the level of difficulty to be challenging without 
being impossible. Cycles of expertise, which means that games tend to be designed so that the 
players skill is challenged just when mastery has been attained in any particular area. Information 
On Demand and Just in Time, which means that games tend to give the player information when 
they need it. Fish tanks he calls the tutorial levels present in many games, where the player can 
learn various aspects of the game in a non-threatening environment. Sandboxes are games or game 
modes where the player can explore their creativity in unshackled freedom, learning as they go. 
Finally, Skills as Strategies is a header denoting that people learn best when that which is learnt is 
used as a strategy to achieve an objective desirable to the learner. In this chapter, I will explain 
Gee's views on these aspects of video games in more detail.       

Co-design
One reason why computer games constitute a good arena for learning is because learning thrives in 
an environment where the learner is an active agent rather than a passive consumer24. It has been 
argued that the image of the learner as a passive vessel is obsolete in the face of recent sociological 
research. Wendy Griswold argues that even the readers of novels and other texts can be considered 
active agents rather than passive recipients, as the reader constructs their understanding of the text 
based on their previous individual experiences25. Even so, gamers must be even more active than 
readers. In contrast to novels, game worlds are often reactive to the choices of the player. In The 
Witcher, the player can accept a contract to guard a merchant's stock of wares from monsters that 
raid it nightly. Upon slaying the monsters, the player encounters a band of elven rebels intent on 
taking the merchant's cargo. Conversation is struck between the player and the elven leader, and the 
player is given a choice; either let the elves take the goods, showing sympathy for their plight living 
under a racist apartheid system that represses nonhumans, or follow the contract to the letter and 
defend the cargo no matter what. Should the player help the elves, nonhuman characters will be 
more amenable to the player and offer the player their services. However, the elves will use the 
weapons that were in the cargo to kill an NPC (Non-Player-Character) informant later in the game, 
making a murder investigation the player has to solve more difficult. Should the player on the other 
hand kill the elves, nonhumans will treat the player with suspicion and may refuse to even talk. Gee 

24 Gee 2007 (a) p.30
25 Furuland, Lars & Svedjedal, Johan (1997). Litteratursociologi: texter om litteratur och samhälle. Lund: 

Studentlitteratur p.53
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calls this highly meaningful level of interaction co-design, as the player's choices are instrumental 
in constructing the gaming experience.   

Customization
Good learning also requires people to be able to customize their learning environment26. Games 
tend to fulfill this condition as they are either designed to accomodate several playing styles and/or 
allow the player to customize the game to better suit their needs and preferences. Compare this to 
the curriculum which states that teaching should be conducted with the needs of the student in 
mind27. 

Identification
Deep learning is a commitment and commitments happen when people assume an identity they 
value28. Games naturally fulfill this condition, as most games are built around the idea that the 
player is in control of one or more characters whose identities they assume. These characters can be 
predetermined by the programmers and remain more or less unalterable throughout the course of the 
game (as is the case in Super Mario Bros). The character can also be tailored to suit the tastes and 
wishes of the player, and gain new traits and abilities as the game progresses. Computer role-
playing games are good examples of the latter. Gee lists Arcanum: Of Steamworks and Magick  
Obscura by Troika Games as an example of a game where the virtual identity assumed by the 
player is heavily customizable29. At the start of the game the player gets to create their character. 
The player gives their character a name, chooses their character's sex, selects their character's race 
(from a Tolkienesque list of beings such as humans, elves, gnomes and so on) and may also endow 
their character with a colourful background. All these choices influence how the game world reacts 
to the player's character, and what strengths and weaknesses they have at the beginning of their 
adventure. Furthermore, a freshly created character receives 5 character points that can be spent on 
improving various skills and abilities, such as making the character stronger, more persuasive, more 
proficient with firearms, teaching the character magical spells etc. 

As the player completes quests and defeats monsters, the character receives experience points. Once 
enough experience points have been gained, the character gains a level and thus another character 
point to spend. Since characters gain an additional character point every 5th level and the level cap is 

26 Gee 2007 (a) p.31
27 Skolverket 2011 p.8
28 Gee 2007 (a) p.32
29 Gee, James Paul (2007). What Video Games have to teach us about Learning and Literacy. New York: Palgrave 

MacMillan™ (b) p.46
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50, each character can potentially spend 64 character points in one playthrough. This allows for a 
nigh infinite number of possible character builds, practically ensuring that the player can create a 
character they are able to identify with. Once an identity is assumed, learning seems to happen 
automatically. Gee writes: 

Ironically, when learners adopt and practice such an identity and engage in the forms of 
talk and action connected to it, facts come free – they are learned as part and parcel of 
being a certain sort of person needing to do certain sorts of things for one's own 
purposes and goals (Shaffer 2004). Out of the context of identity and activity, facts are 
hard to learn and last in the learner's mind a very short time, indeed.30 

Learning is thus not so much a process of acquiring facts as it is a process of acquiring an identity. 

Manipulation and distributed knowledge
According to cognitive Gee, the human perception of self seems to extend outside of our own 
bodies. Research suggests that there is a deep cognitive connection between perception and action31. 
This means that when a player controls a character in a game, they feel it as if their mind and body 
have extended into the virtual world, which might explain the intense immersion one can feel 
playing a computer game32. Games by design allow players to manipulate their characters, move 
them through the game world and manipulate the objects therein. 

This is useful for learning in that the characters and objects operate as a smart tools. The player may 
not be able to scale brick walls or jump across wide bottomless pits, but Lara Croft certainly knows 
how to do these things33. Conversely, the player has knowledge Lara Croft lacks, such as being 
privy to which brick walls to climb and which bottomless pits to avoid. Combined, the knowledge 
held by the smart tool and the knowledge held by the player can be utilised to complete the task at 
hand. When knowledge is split between two things and must be combined to solve a problem, Gee 
cals it distributed knowledge. The use of smart tools (of which Gee lists geometry as an example) is 
a great aid in human discovery and grants the learner investigative power of a degree they otherwise 
would not have had. 

Gee writes: 

30 Gee 2007 (a) p.33
31 Ibid p.33
32 Ibid p.49
33 Ibid p.33
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Let me give one concrete example of what I am talking about. Galileo discovered the 
laws of the pendulum because he knew and applied geometry to the problem, not because 
he played around with pendulums or saw a church chandelier swinging (as myth has it) 
[…] geometry set possible solutions for him and led him to think about pendulums in 
certain ways and not others.34 

If learners investigate problems through the use of smart tools, this might lead to an actual 
understanding of the problem, not merely the quickly forgotten knowledge of facts. 

Well-ordered problems 
It goes without saying that there has to be a progression of complexity in teaching. After all, we do 
not try to teach toddlers how to solve degree 5 polynomial equations, we teach them basic 
arithmetic. It is considered the hallmark of good teaching that the problems students learn in the 
early stages of their training should develop skills that enable them to at least guess at the solution 
of the harder problems encountered later on. Arguably this is one of the reasons why we have a 
school system at all, as learners need guidance and a solid foundation of learning to reach the more 
advanced levels of knowledge.

Again, this train of thought is echoed in computer games. Players derive a sense of progression 
when the skills and experiences they gain early on help them complete the tasks set before them 
later. Games mirror education in that there is an ordered escalation of problems35, a guiding force 
which uses simple problems as a means by which to solve more advanced problems. 

Pleasant frustration 
One of the more challenging aspects of teaching is knowing where to set the level of difficulty. 
Students lose interest when schoolwork is too hard or too easy, and respond best to work that is 
challenging without being impossible. The ideal is therefore to set the level of difficulty just within 
the student's regime of competence, which is what Vygotsky calls the zone of proximal 
development36. Again, we see an example of why teaching must originate from the needs of the 
student37. 

34 Gee 2007 (a) p.34
35 Ibid p.34
36 Säljö 2000 p.119
37 Skolverket 2011 p.8
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Computer games often allow players to adjust the level of difficulty, and by their very nature allow 
the player to take as much, or as little, time they need to finish. Some need more time to finish a 
task, some need less, and games accommodate all38. 

Cycles of expertise 
This term describes a rather simple model wherein the learner achieves mastery in an area at a given 
level of difficulty, only to fail and be forced to learn anew once the difficulty is raised and more 
complexity is introduced. Once the learner's level of skill has increased to near-automatic level to 
accommodate the new, more complex learning environment the process is repeated and the learner 
finds their skill challenged yet again. This spurs reflection and the re-evaluation of old routines, and 
is generally agreed to be the vehicle through which expertise is formed in virtually every area39.

Information “On Demand” and “Just In Time”
For learning to happen, it is crucial that information is given when the learner is ready to receive it. 
Given its intangible nature and inadmissibility for purposes of future reference, this is especially 
true for verbal communication. If a lecture does not relate to the experiences of the audience, its 
content will be quickly forgotten. By the same token, the teacher cannot simply list a number of 
useful English expressions on the whiteboard and hope that the student will appropriate them carte 
blanche, but must make those expressions part of the student's experience through, for example, 
dramatizing events where the expressions would be useful. To be effective, that which is taught 
must be placed within a meaningful context and be imparted when needed40. Unfortunately, this is 
often not the case in schools which is the reason why Säljö reports that the majority of students 
solve the problems given to them in mathematics without actually understanding what the problem 
is about41. 

Games often employ this strategy by giving the player brief pieces of advice when needed, usually 
through a default “display tips” option that can be turned off if the player so wishes42. 

Fish tanks
Gee uses the term “fish tanks” to describe systems that have been simplified in order to display a 

38 Gee 2007 (a) p.36
39 Ibid p.37
40 Ibid p.34
41 Ibid p.136
42 Ibid p.37
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small number of key variables with greater clarity. We recognize this as a familiar concept of nearly 
every learning environment, as the prevalent modus operandi of science is to approach the world 
through the lens of theories and models, which are simplifications of reality. Hence the purpose of a 
fish tank is to teach the learner what to pay attention to without overwhelming them with too much 
complexity. This is intimately related to the Well-ordered problems headline above. After all, we 
do not expect toddlers to immediately understand the complete works of Edgar Allan Poe; English 
education has to begin with simple sentences illustrating key grammatical concepts. 

Games often include tutorial levels to teach the player the key aspects of the game in a friendly 
environment. These are simplified versions of the “real” game where players can learn all the 
intricacies of a game one at a time without having to master them all at once43. 

Sandboxes
One does not begin an English course by throwing the students into intimidating situations. 
Students need a safe learning environment where they can take risks and fail without having to face 
unpleasant repercussions. This is a problem in schools, as failure more often than not is seen as 
something problematic rather than a natural step in the process of learning. 

With video games, the term “sandbox” denotes a style of playing where the player is free to do 
whatever they wish, and is practically unable to fail the game as there are no set objectives to reach 
anyway. Games are sometimes all-out sandboxes, or feature sandbox playing modes. An example of 
such a games is Caesar III, a city builder. It includes a sandbox where there are no missions to 
complete and no objectives to reach, just the player and a map to develop into an ancient Roman 
city as the player sees fit44. Even beyond sandboxes, games lower the consequences of failure by 
including a save feature, allowing the player to retry any given quest or mission indefinitely45. 

Skills as strategies 
For learning to happen one needs practice and lots of it, but practice without context feels 
meaningless and therefore does not appeal to the learner. As a rule, people learn new sets of skills 
best when the application of said skills works as a strategy to achieve something the learner wanted 
to achieve46. More concretely, a Swede may want to defeat a powerful monster in Blizzard 
Entertainment's World of Warcraft. The monster is so powerful that no solitary player could even 
hope to win against it, and it is therefore necessary that the player joins a group if he wants to slay 
43 Gee 2007 (a) p.38
44 Ibid p.39
45 Gee 2007 (b) p.216
46 Gee 2007 (a) p.40
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the vile beast. The player finds a group, but realises that he needs to improve his spoken English as 
communication within the group is primarily done through voice chat. In this case, developing a 
better oral proficiency in English would not be an objective in and by itself, but rather a tool used to 
reach another, more primary goal. Again, we see that learning works best when placed within a 
meaningful context. Games often achieve this in various ways, whereas schools often fail since the 
school system is partly build around the idea of decontextualisation47. When learning is for school 
and school only, children learn to decode what they need to know in order to pass tests but find 
themselves unable to use their knowledge for any practical applications48. 

Harmful effects of video games 
The discussion whether or not computer games function as a catalyst for aggressiveness, violence 
and juvenile delinquency is not within the scope of this thesis. Thus, I shall plainly state that 
excessive violence was not an unknown phenomenon before the advent of digital entertainment and 
leave it at that. If anything, it appears to have been a decrease in violence since violent video games 
hit the market49. Computer games used to face the same stigma as virtually every emerging aspect 
of youth culture, having been decried and derided as a social evil harmful to the moral development 
of youngsters and stunting their academic performance. According to research50, this proposition is 
false, and probably stems from a misunderstanding as to how learning actually happens. Computer 
gaming is a recreational endeavour and as such highly conducive to human learning, which is firmly 
rooted in pleasure51. Indeed, some games played by children as young as 7 require mental skills 
normally associated with far higher grades in the school system52. Evidence points to the fact that 
children learn better when they play53, which is arguably the reason why the curriculum says that 
learning should be pleasurable54. 

Given the reasons outlined above, it may not come off as surprising that research performed in 
Sweden indicates that gaming has a positive effect on the proficiency Swedish students have in 
English. Anna Forsberg conducted an interview study in 2009 where she found that both students 
and teachers experienced a positive correlation between frequent gaming habits and good English 
skills in grades 7-955. Not surprisingly, she calls for a change in attitude towards video games 

47 Säljö 2000 p.41
48 Säljö 2000 p.136
49 Gee 2007 (a) p.14
50 Ibid p.14
51 Ibid p.10
52 Ibid p.18
53 Säljö 2000 p.131
54 Skolverket 2011 p.7
55 Granath, Solveig & Bihl, Björn & Wennö, Elisabeth (2009). Vägar till språk och litteratur. Karlstad: Karlstad 
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amongst English teachers and suggests that we should regard them as opportunities for teaching 
rather than obstacles of learning. Pia Sundquist56 also found a positive correlation between student's 
extramural English activities and good English proficiency, having performed a longitudinal study 
by spending an entire schoolyear together with four classes of 9th-graders at three different schools. 

Results

Description of data
The research is based on the results of a survey on 9th-grader's computer gaming habits (see 
Appendix 1). The survey was conducted on 2011-05-16 and 2011-05-19 81 in 5 classes at 2 schools. 
A total number of 100 informants participated in the survey, of which the answers of 2 had to be 
discarded. 

The following results are presented in a way reminiscent of the design of the survey. For the sake of 
consistency and coherence, I have elected to translate it from Swedish to English in the Results and 
Analysis parts of this thesis. The original version can be found in Appendix 1. 98 informants 
participated in the survey. If informants answered “Never” on question 4) they did not have to 
answer any further questions. If informants answered “Never” on question 6) they skipped to 
question 9). Since 2 informants had marked all alternatives on all questions and therefore had 
obviously not taken the survey seriously they are not included in the statistics. Some informants had 
not answered all the questions57 but are still included in the statistics, meaning that the number of 
answers to each question may vary (a phenomenon known as internal fall-off58). The number in 
brackets is the percentage of the total number of participants that has responded to a question. The 
chapter is concluded with a brief summary.  

University Press p.86
56 Granath et al 2009 p.75
57 This was especially true for questions 7) and 8), where some informants listed too many alternatives 
58 Ejlertsson 2005 p.25
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Survey: Computer gaming and English

1) Sex

Answer Number Percentage
Male 51 52%
Female 47 48%

2) Mother tongue

Answer Number Percentage
Swedish 96 98%

English 1 1%
Other 1 1%

3) What English grade did you receive autumn 2010?

Answer Number Percentage
IG 9 9%

G 31 31%
VG 44 45%
MVG 14 14%
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4) How often do you use a computer in your spare time? 

Answer Number Percentage
Every day/practically every day 82 84%
A couple of times a week 12 12%
Rarely 3 3%
Never 1 1%

5) What do you do when you are using a computer? Mark all the alternatives that apply

Answer Number Percentage
Visit Swedish forums 49 50%
Visit English forums 43 44%
Play computer games 58 59%
Read Swedish blogs 48 49%
Read English blogs 16 16%
Visit social networks such as 
Facebook

82 84%

Do homework 74 76%
Other 19 19%

6) How often do you play computer games/video games?
 

Answer Number Percentage
Every day/practically every day 35 36%
A couple of times a week 13 13%
Rarely 34 35%
Never 14 14%
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7) What kind of games do you play the most? Pick one alternative.

Answer Number Percentage
Platform games 7 7%
Sport & Racing 15 15%
Flight simulators 0 0%
City/corporation builders 0 0%
Life simulators 12 12%
Strategy 13 13%
First-person-shooter 10 10%
Adventure 2 2%
Beat 'em up 0 0%
Japanese role-playing game 0 0%
Role-playing game 1 1%
Massively multiplayer online 8 8%
Other 6 6%

8) What kind of games do you play second most? Pick one alternative. 

Answer Number Percentage
Platform games 10 10%
Sport & Racing 13 13%
Flight simulators 1 1%
City/corporation builders 3 3%
Life simulators 4 4%
Strategy 3 3%
First-person-shooter 12 12%
Adventure 6 6%
Beat 'em up 0 0%
Japanese role-playing game 0 0%
Role-playing game 2 2%
Massively multiplayer online 6 6%
Other 8 8%
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9) Do you communicate in English on the Internet? Mark all the alternatives that apply. 

Answer Number Percentage
Speak to others in English 
through Skype/Ventrilo/other 
services

38 39%

Speak to others in English 
through voice chat when you 
play games

16 16%

Write to others in English when 
you play games

42 43%

Write to others in English at 
bulletin boards

28 29%

Write to others in English at 
social networks such as 
Facebook

56 57%

I do not communicate with 
others through the Internet

13 13%

Summary
The results show that the vast majority of informants use computers in their spare time, with only 1 
informant answering that they do not use computers outside of school. The results also show that 
86% of the informants play computer games with at least some regularity. 
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Analysis 

This analysis will use the data presented in the previous chapter and compare different categories of 
results in order to establish what patterns emerge. I have analysed the results with respect to sex and 
grade where applicable. Whilst not stated as the purpose of this thesis, the differences between boys 
and girls are large enough to deserve mention.

Of 98 informants 51 are boys and 47 are girls. 

Survey: Computer gaming and English

1) Sex

Answer Number Percentage
Male 51 52%
Female 47 48%

2) Mother tongue

Answer Number Percentage
Swedish 96 98%

English 1 1%
Other 1 1%

The survey shows that the majority of informants have Swedish as their native language. Given the 
small number of informants responding that they have English or another language as their mother 
tongue, I  do not have sufficient material to see any tendencies dependent on the language of the 
informant.  
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3) What English grade did you receive autumn 2010?

Answer Number Percentage
IG 9 9%

G 31 31%
VG 44 45%
MVG 14 14%

With respect to sex, the grades are distributed like so: 

Answer Boys Girls
IG 4 5
G 18 13
VG 21 23
MVG 8 6

The grades correspond to the following points: 

G = 10 p, VG = 15 p, MVG = 20 p

Average points: boys 12.84, girls 12.66

There appears to be a slight difference in English grades between the sexes, with boys reporting a 
somewhat higher average score than girls. 

4) How often do you use a computer in your spare time? 

Answer Number Percentage
Every day/practically every day 82 84%
A couple of times a week 12 12%
Rarely 3 3%
Never 1 1%
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With respect to sex, the results are distributed like so: 

Answer Boys Girls
Every day/practically every day 40 42
A couple of times a week 8 4
Rarely 2 1
Never 1 0

Girls report a slightly higher frequency of computer use, with 42 out of 47 girls (89%) reporting 
that they use computers every day or practically every day compared to 40 out of 51 boys (78%). 

With respect to grades, the results are distributed like so: 

Answer IG G VG MVG
Every 
day/practically 
every day

6 23 41 12

A couple of times 
a week

3 5 3 1

Rarely 0 3 0 0
Never 0 0 0 0

There appears to be a slight correlation between the reported frequency of spare time computer use 
and English grades, as demonstrated by the bar chart on the next page. 
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Since girls received lower grades on average, it would appear that there is a stronger correlation 
between good grades in English and computer use amongst boys than what is the case for girls. 

5) What do you do when you are using a computer? Mark all the alternatives that apply

Answer Number Percentage
Visit Swedish forums 49 50%
Visit English forums 43 44%
Play computer games 58 59%
Read Swedish blogs 48 49%
Read English blogs 16 16%
Visit social networks such as 
Facebook

82 84%

Do homework 74 76%
Other 19 19%
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With respect to sex, the results are distributed like so: 

Answer Boys Girls
Visit Swedish forums 27 22
Visit English forums 30 13
Play computer games 42 16
Read Swedish blogs 8 40
Read English blogs 6 10
Visit social networks such as 
Facebook

39 43

Do homework 31 43
Other 10 9

There are some rather telling differences between boys and girls as to what activities they prefer 
while using a computer. While both sexes visit Swedish forums with comparable frequency, 59% of 
boys compared to 28% of girls visit English forums. Boys use the computer to play games at a 
much higher rate than girls, 82% compared to 34% respectively. Of those who visit Swedish blogs, 
girls form the vast majority with 85% of girls responding that they do that compared to 16% of the 
boys. Numbers are not so dramatically different between the sexes with English blogs, where 21% 
of girls and 12% of boys responding that they visit them. Girls are slightly more active on social 
network sites with 91% responding that they do that compared to 76% of boys. Girls do more 
school-related work on the computer, with 91% responding that they do that compared to 61% of 
boys. As for other activities than those listed, boys and girls seem fairly equal. 

With the exception of English blogs, it would seem that boys more often than girls choose activities 
that require skill in English. 
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With respect to grades, the results are distributed like so: 

Answer IG G VG MVG
Visit Swedish 
forums

1 12 29 7

Visit English 
forums

0 8 26 9

Play computer 
games

2 20 28 8

Read Swedish 
blogs

5 13 24 6

Read English 
blogs

1 1 12 2

Visit social 
networks such as 
Facebook

6 27 39 10

Do homework 5 21 36 12
Other 4 2 10 3

There is a correlation between the English grade of the informant and whether they visit forums, 
both Swedish and English. Of informants that received an IG 11% responded that they visit 
Swedish forums. This figure was 39% for informants with a G, 66% for informants with a VG and 
50% for informants with an MVG. 
As for English forums, 0% of IG informants responded that they visit them, 26% of G informants, 
59% of VG informants and 64% of MVG informants.
As for computer games, 22% of IG informants responded that they play them, whereas G-MVG 
informants all fall within the 57-65% range.
There is no correlation between English grades and the visiting of Swedish or English blogs. 
Neither can that be said for social network sites such as Facebook. 
As for school-related work, of IG informants 56% responded that they do it on the computer, 68% 
of G informants, 82% of VG informants and 86% of MVG informants. This could perhaps be 
indicative of how seriously each group takes their homework and may not be wholly attributable to 
computer usage. 
The Other category has no effect on English grades. 
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6) How often do you play computer games/video games? 

Answer Number Percentage
Every day/practically every day 35 36%
A couple of times a week 13 13%
Rarely 34 35%
Never 14 14%

With respect to sex, the results are distributed like so: 

Answer Boys Girls
Every day/practically every day 32 3
A couple of times a week 8 5
Rarely 10 24
Never 0 14

Here we find an enormous difference between the sexes, with 63% of boys responding that they 
play computer games every day or almost every day as compared to 6% of the girls. None of the 
boys that used computers in their spare time responded that they never play computer games, 
compared to 30% of the girls. 

With respect to grades, the results are distributed like so:

Answer IG G VG MVG
Every 
day/practically 
every day

0 13 15 7

A couple of times 
a week

0 4 8 1

Rarely 8 8 16 2
Never 1 6 5 2

There appears to be a strong correlation between computer gaming and the English grade of the 
informant, as evidenced by the bar chart on the next page. 
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MVG informants reported the highest frequency of computer gaming, with 50% responding that 
they play computer games every day or almost every day. At the reverse end of the spectrum, of IG 
informants 89% responded that they rarely play computer games, with the remainder responding 
that they never play computer games. 
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7) What kind of games do you play the most? Pick one alternative.

Answer Number Percentage
Platform games 7 7%
Sport & Racing 15 15%
Flight simulators 0 0%
City/corporation builders 0 0%
Life simulators 12 12%
Strategy 13 13%
First-person-shooter 10 10%
Adventure 2 2%
Beat 'em up 0 0%
Japanese role-playing game 0 0%
Role-playing game 1 1%
Massively multiplayer online 8 8%
Other 6 6%

With respect to sex, the results are distributed like so:

Answer Boys Girls
Platform games 2 5
Sport & Racing 10 5
Flight simulators 0 0
City/corporation builders 0 0%
Life simulators 0 12
Strategy 13 0
First-person-shooter 8 2
Adventure 1 1
Beat 'em up 0 0
Japanese role-playing game 0 0
Role-playing game 1 0
Massively multiplayer online 7 1
Other 2 4
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Of those who play games, girls demonstrate a much higher preference for Life Simulation and 
Platform games than boys, with 38% of girls responding that they spend the most time playing Life  
Simulators, followed by 16% for both Platform games and Sport & Racing games. Amongst the 
boys, Strategy games are the most popular with 26% of male gamers responding that they play 
those the most, followed by 20% for Sport & Racing, 16% for First-person shooters and 14% for 
MMO's. 

With respect to grades, the results are distributed like so: 

Answer IG G VG MVG
Platform games 1 1 4 1
Sport & Racing 4 2 8 1
Flight simulators 0 0 0 0
City/corporation 
builders

0 0 0 0

Life simulators 1 3 7 1
Strategy 0 4 6 3
First-person-
shooter

0 4 5 1

Adventure 0 1 1 0
Beat 'em up 0 0 0 0
Japanese role-
playing game

0 0 0 0

Role-playing 
game

0 0 1 0

Massively 
multiplayer online

1 2 3 2

Other 0 3 2 1

Strategy games are the most popular with MVG informants, with 21% responding that they play 
them the most. MMO's also have the highest representation amongst MVG informants with 14% 
responding that they spend the most time playing them. Strategy games have a fairly high 
representation amongst VG and G informants as well, with 14% and 13% respectively. None of the 
IG informants reported that they play Strategy games the most.
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8) What kind of games do you play second most? Pick one alternative. 

Answer Number Percentage
Platform games 10 10%
Sport & Racing 13 13%
Flight simulators 1 1%
City/corporation builders 3 3%
Life simulators 4 4%
Strategy 3 3%
First-person-shooter 12 12%
Adventure 6 6%
Beat 'em up 0 0%
Japanese role-playing game 0 0%
Role-playing game 2 2%
Massively multiplayer online 6 6%
Other 8 8%

With regards to sex, the results are distributed like so:

Answer Boys Girls
Platform games 3 7
Sport & Racing 6 7
Flight simulators 1 0
City/corporation builders 3 0
Life simulators 0 4
Strategy 3 0
First-person-shooter 11 1
Adventure 3 3
Beat 'em up 0 0
Japanese role-playing game 0 0
Role-playing game 2 0
Massively multiplayer online 5 1
Other 2 6

 
The pattern that emerges here is that 22% of girls play Platform games second most and the same 
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percentage Sport & Racing games. 19% of girls play Other games (mostly Facebook games such as 
Farmville) and 13% of girls listed Life Simulators as their second most played computer game 
genre.
Of the boys, 22% responded that they play First-person-shooters as their second most played genre, 
followed by 12% for Sports & Racing, 10% for MMO's and the remainder fairly equally distributed 
amongst the different genres. 

With regards to grades, the results are distributed like so:

Answer IG G VG MVG
Platform games 1 1 7 1
Sport & Racing 11 6 6 0
Flight simulators 0 0 1 0
City/corporation 
builders

0 0 1 2

Life simulators 1 0 3 0
Strategy 0 1 2 0
First-person-
shooter

0 4 8 0

Adventure 0 4 1 1
Beat 'em up 0 0 0 0
Japanese role-
playing game

0 0 0 0

Role-playing 
game

0 0 0 2

Massively 
multiplayer online

0 1 4 1

Other 1 2 3 2
 

For MVG informants, City/Corporation builders, Role-playing games and Other (mostly Facebook 
games) received 14% each. With VG informants genres were fairly evenly distributed, with First-
person-shooters and Platform games standing out with 18% and 16% respectively. Genres were 
also quite evenly distributed amongst G informants, with Sports & Racing standing out at 19%. 
Only four IG informants responded on this question, all different genres.
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9) Do you communicate in English on the Internet? Mark all the alternatives that apply. 

Answer Number Percentage
Speak to others in English 
through Skype/Ventrilo/other 
services

38 39%

Speak to others in English 
through voice chat when you 
play games

16 16%

Write to others in English when 
you play games

42 43%

Write to others in English at 
bulletin boards

28 29%

Write to others in English at 
social networks such as 
Facebook

56 57%

I do not communicate with 
others through the Internet

13 13%

With regards to sex, the answers are distributed like so: 

Answer Boys Girls
Speak to others in English 
through Skype/Ventrilo/other 
services

28 10

Speak to others in English 
through voice chat when you 
play games

15 1

Write to others in English when 
you play games

37 5

Write to others in English at 
bulletin boards

18 10

Write to others in English at 
social networks such as 
Facebook

26 30

I do not communicate with 3 10
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others through the Internet

According to these statistics boys clearly use the Internet to communicate in English at a 
considerably higher rate than girls, the only exception being social networks where 64% of girls 
respond that they write in English as compared to 52% of boys, not surprising given that girls visit 
social network sites at a higher rate. 

With regards to grades, the answers are distributed like so:

Answer IG G VG MVG
Speak to others in 
English through 
Skype/Ventrilo/oth
er services

1 10 21 6

Speak to others in 
English through 
voice chat when 
you play games

0 3 9 4

Write to others in 
English when you 
play games

0 15 21 6

Write to others in 
English at bulletin 
boards

0 7 16 5

Write to others in 
English at social 
networks such as 
Facebook

4 15% 30 7

I do not 
communicate with 
others through the 
Internet

3 4 4 2

Perhaps not surprisingly we here see a correlation between a higher incidence of communication in 
English over the Internet and a good grade in English. For instance, 29% of informants with an 
MVG and 20% of informants with a VG use voice chat when they play games, compared to 10% 
for G informants and 0% for IG informants. 
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Discussion

In this study I have researched the connections there are between the computer gaming habits of 
Swedish 9th-graders and their grades in English. The results are based on the answers the students 
themselves reported using the questionnaire in Appendix 1. 

Since it is an absolute necessity to narrow down a study like this to a scope that is manageable, I 
have been unable to study all the aspects of computer gaming. For instance, while my study does 
seem to strongly suggest that there is a positive correlation between computer gaming and English 
grades, it says nothing about how it affects grades in other subjects. Beyond purely academic 
matters, one would imagine that extensive computer use would affect things such as the subject's 
health. None of these matters were, or could, be included in my study. 

All of my informants lived in the same geographical area. Had the study not been conducted in 
Västerbotten but somewhere else, my results could have turned out differently. Video games are 
cultural phenomena, and the kinds of games played and the amount to which they are played varies. 

My study was a quantitative empirical survey study. The pros of such a study is that one can reach a 
large number of informants and thus gain large quantities of numeric data. The cons however, is that 
all I have found is a correlation. I cannot use my data to prove causation. However, this would have 
required tests that I alone could not possibly have devised during the half of a semester I had 
available. Thus, I settled for the questionnaire and looked for correlation only. 

I consider my results reliable and valid59. As far as I can tell, the questions in my questionnaire 
cover all the necessities of my stated purpose. The only fault I have detected in my questionnaire is 
the order of the questions; having question 7) and 8) call for just one alternative being marked 
whilst question 5) called for the informant to mark all the alternatives that applied was an oversight 
on my part. Apart from that though, I believe that the wording of my questions has been sufficiently 
clear, and informants have been able to provide me with a fair view of their gaming habits.      

It is possible that I could have reached better insights into the issue had I complemented my 
quantitative data with qualitative measures such as interviews. Still, I would say that James Paul 
Gee's theories are very persuasive in these matters, and if I am at least allowed to form a hypothesis 
based on my findings, I would say that what I wrote about Skills as Strategies on page 20 is the 
reason why I arrived at such results. With English being a necessity to play most games and games 
being popular amongst teenagers, learning English would be seen as a useful tool for doing 
something the majority apparently finds pleasurable. 

59 Johansson & Svedner (2010) p.83
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However, as a good friend of mine told me, interpreting my results is essentially a variant of the 
chicken and the egg causality dilemma. Are students good at English because they play games, or 
do they play games because they are good at English? The question is certainly worthy of 
consideration, and at the time of writing I have no means by which to answer it. 

The main question of this thesis was if there existed a correlation between students playing certain 
genres of computer games and their English grades. I believe now that I can answer that question, at 
least insofar gaming in general correlates to good English grades. According to my study, it 
unequivocally does. On a side note, the same could be said for computer use in general, albeit the 
correlation here is much less pronounced. Given that Järnberg & Öhrn found no such correlation60, 
it is perhaps a finding that could not be generalised. The finding that computer games correlate to 
higher English grades is however consistent with the results of their study. That I also found a 
correlation between students communication in English over the Internet and good English grades 
should, I think, not come off as surprising.  

While not included in my initial set of questions, I also found striking differences in computer use 
between the sexes. Girls play computer games and use the Internet to communicate in English at a 
far lesser degree than boys. Perhaps this could help explain the, albeit slight, difference in average 
grades? The boys that participated in my study reported a higher grade on average. This finding 
surprised me, as I was under the impression that girls had better grades in all subjects except 
perhaps Physical Education61. 

My second question was what effect computer game genre had on English grades. Here, I realise, I 
may not be able to generalise my findings owing to the relatively small number of informants. 
However, if I am allowed to guess, my findings suggest that the Strategy, MMO and CRPG genres 
have a higher representation amongst students with a VG or an MVG. The Strategy genre is usually 
played in a competitive multiplayer environment online, and to progress the player often needs to 
learn new tactics. For this, English is very much needed, as the bulletin boards where these matters 
are discussed typically are in that language. Furthermore, it is common for these games to be played 
cooperatively, which requires communication between team members. This communication is often 
done via voice chat, and if the team is composed of different nationalities, English will almost 
certainly be the language used. Skill in English could therefore be employed as a strategy to better 
play Strategy games.  

If cooperation is common in Strategy games, it is at the core of MMO games. These games are built 
around the idea of players working together in teams, or guilds as they are often called, 
necessitating communication between the players. MMO's can also be heavy in written lore found 
in the game world. Skill in English would therefore be a useful strategy for mastering MMO's as 

60 Järnberg & Öhrn 2005 p.25
61 SOU 2010:51 Könsskillnader i skolprestationer – idéer om orsaker
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well. 

Role-playing games differ from the aforementioned genres in that they are typically played alone, 
only rarely including a multiplayer option. However, the genre commonly features a very high level 
of interactivity, offering the player the possibility to significantly alter the game world through their 
actions. At the beginning of the game, the player often creates their own character, which is further 
defined by the choices in the storyline the player directs their character to make. These features tie 
very well into what Gee calls Co-design and Identification (see pages 15 and 16 respectively). 
Typically heavy in both dialogue and lore, one could see why proficiency in English would be 
required to appreciate the genre.

Conclusions  

The purpose of this study was to determine whether or not there was a correlation between students 
playing certain genres of computer games and their English grades. The correlations I have found 
appear like so:

• Practically all students use computers in their spare time.

• The majority also play computer games with at least some regularity.

• Boys play computer games considerably more than girls 

• Boys have slightly better grades than girls have in English. 

• There is a correlation between the frequency of computer gaming and the English grade of 
the subject. The more often students play computer games, the better their English grades 
are.  

• There is a positive correlation between computer usage in general and the English grade of 
the subject, provided that the subject uses Internet to communicate with others in English 
and/or plays computer games. That boys do both of these things at a higher rate than girls 
might help explain why the boys in my study scored a higher average in English.  
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• The results suggest that Strategy, MMO and CRPG genres are over-represented amongst 
students with VG and MVG grades. 
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Reflections and acknowledgements

On questions 7) and 8) where informants were asked to mark only alternative, a number of 
informants have, it appears, listed all the genres of games they play. Since question 5) calls for 
informants to check all the boxes that apply, I suspect that this is what caused the confusion. 

It may have influenced the results I received that I was not able to personally introduce the purpose 
of my study to my informants in two of the classes that participated in the survey. 

As someone who feels very strongly for computer games and has been an avid gamer since 
childhood, it has been wonderful to see that my favourite pastime has a beneficial effect on the 
English proficiency of players. That the study suggests that my favourite genres, Role-Playing 
Games and Strategy Games, have the highest representation amongst the best grades confirms 
suspicions I have harboured for a very long time indeed.     

In spite of my obvious enthusiasm for the subject, I believe I have remained objective in my 
methods and analysis of data. 

The title of this thesis is a nod to Planescape: Torment. The title is a paraphrase on what is perhaps 
the most iconic quote of the whole game: “What can change the nature of a man?”.  

I have had to learn tremendously much about Open Office Calc in a very short time. 
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Appendix 1
Undersökning: Datorspelande och engelska

1) Kön:  

Kille □ 

Tjej  □

2) Modersmål: 

Svenska □  

Engelska □

Annat □

3) Vilket betyg fick du i engelska i höstterminens betyg? 

IG □

G □

VG □

MVG □

4) Hur ofta använder du en dator på din fritid?

Varje dag/I stort sett varje dag □

Ett par gånger i veckan □

Sällan □

Aldrig □

Om du svarade ”Aldrig” på fråga 4) kan du lämna in enkäten nu. Tack för din medverkan!

Annars fortsätter du på nästa sida!



5) Vad gör du när du sitter vid datorn? Ange ALLA de alternativ som stämmer

Besöker svenskspråkiga forum □

Besöker engelskspråkiga forum □

Spelar datorspel □

Läser svenskspråkiga bloggar □

Läser engelskspråkiga bloggar □

Besöker sociala nätverkssidor □  
typ Facebook 

Gör skolarbete □

Annat, ange_________________________ □

6) Hur ofta spelar du datorspel/videospel? 

Varje dag/I stort sett varje dag □

Ett par gånger i veckan □

Sällan □

Aldrig □

Om du svarade ”Aldrig” på fråga 6) så hoppar du till fråga 9)

Annars fortsätter du på nästa sida!



7) Vilken typ av spel  ägnar du mest tid åt att spela? Välj ETT alternativ 

Plattformsspel, t ex  Super Mario Bros, Sonic the Hedgehog, □
Legend of Zelda, Castlevania

Sport & Racing, t ex NHL 2011, Need for Speed, □
Gran Turismo, FIFA 11

Flygsimulatorer, t ex Microsoft Flight Simulator, □
Combat Flight Simulator, IL-2 Sturmovik 

Samhällsbyggare/företagsbyggare, t ex  Civilization, □
Sim City, Tycoon-serien, Caesar, Capitalism, Settlers

Livssimulator, t ex The Sims, Second Life □

Strategi, t ex Starcraft, Command & Conquer, □
Heroes of Might and Magic, Supreme Commander

First-person-shooter (FPS), t ex Medal of Honor, Bioshock, □
Half-Life, Counter-Strike, Quake, Doom

Äventyr, t ex Tomb Raider, Grand Theft Auto □

Beat 'em up, t ex Tekken, Soul Calibur, Street Fighter □

Japanese role-playing game (JRPG), t ex Final Fantasy, □
Tales of Symphonia, Secret of Mana, Chrono Trigger 

Rollspel (RPG), t ex Dragon Age: Origins, Fallout, Planescape: Torment, □
The Witcher, Arcanum: Of Steamworks and Magick Obscura, 

Massively Multiplayer Online (MMO), t ex World of Warcraft, □
Eve Online, Warhammer: Age of Reckoning 

Annat, ange_____________________________________________ □

Fortsättning nästa sida!



8) Vilken typ av spel ägnar du NÄST mest tid åt att spela? Välj ETT alternativ

Plattformsspel, t ex  Super Mario Bros, Sonic the Hedgehog, □
Legend of Zelda, Castlevania

Sport & Racing, t ex NHL 2011, Need for Speed, □
Gran Turismo, FIFA 11

Flygsimulatorer, t ex Microsoft Flight Simulator, □
Combat Flight Simulator, IL-2 Sturmovik 

Samhällsbyggare/företagsbyggare, t ex  Civilization, □
Sim City, Tycoon-serien, Caesar, Capitalism, Settlers

Livssimulator, t ex The Sims, Second Life □

Strategi, t ex Starcraft, Command & Conquer, □
Heroes of Might and Magic, Supreme Commander

First-person-shooter (FPS), t ex Medal of Honor, Bioshock, □
Half-Life, Counter-Strike, Quake, Doom

Äventyr, t ex Tomb Raider, Grand Theft Auto □

Beat 'em up, t ex Tekken, Soul Calibur, Street Fighter □

Japanese role-playing game (JRPG), t ex Final Fantasy, □
Tales of Symphonia, Secret of Mana, Chrono Trigger 

Rollspel (RPG), t ex Dragon Age: Origins, Fallout, Planescape: Torment, □
The Witcher, Arcanum: Of Steamworks and Magick Obscura, 

Massively Multiplayer Online (MMO), t ex World of Warcraft, □
Eve Online, Warhammer: Age of Reckoning 

Annat, ange_____________________________________________ □

Fortsättning nästa sida!



9) Kommunicerar du på engelska via Internet? Markera alla alternativ som 
stämmer in på dig. 

Pratar med andra på engelska via Skype/Ventrilo/annan tjänst □

Pratar med andra på engelska via voicechat när jag spelar □

Skriver till andra på engelska när jag spelar □

Skriver till andra på engelska på diskussionsforum □

Skriver till andra på engelska via sociala nätverk □
som Facebook och dylikt. 

Kommunicerar inte med andra via internet □

KOLLA IGENOM ENKÄTEN EN SISTA GÅNG OCH KONTROLLERA ATT DU 
BESVARAT ALLA FRÅGOR! 

Tack för din medverkan, and may the force be with you! 



Appendix 2

Du som lär ut engelska till niondeklassare!

Kunskaperna är bristfälliga om hur datorspelandet påverkar elevers kunskaper i engelska. Elever 
spelar datorspel mer än någonsin förr, men det finns mycket vi inte vet om den inverkan detta har på 
färdigheterna i det engelska språket. Därför gör jag denna enkätundersökning. 

Elevernas deltagande i undersökningen är naturligtvis frivilligt. 

Svaren kommer att behandlas konfidentiellt! 

Svaren jag får in från denna undersökning kommer att databehandlas utan identitetsuppgifter och 
kommer således inte att kunna kopplas till någon enskild person. 

Tack på förhand för din medverkan!
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